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CONTENTS OF THIS TEMPLATE
Here’s what you’ll find in this Slidesgo template: 

1. A slide structure based on a thesis defense presentation, which you can easily adapt to your 
needs. For more info on how to edit the template, please visit Slidesgo School or read our FAQs.

2. An assortment of pictures that are suitable for use in the presentation can be found in the 
alternative resources slide.

3. A thanks slide, which you must keep so that proper credits for our design are given.
4. A resources slide, where you’ll find links to all the elements used in the template.
5. Instructions for use.
6. Final slides with: 

● The fonts and colors used in the template.
● A selection of illustrations. You can also customize and animate them as you wish with the 

online editor. Visit Stories by Freepik to find more. 
● More infographic resources, whose size and color can be edited. 
● Sets of customizable icons of the following themes: general, business, avatar, creative 

process, education, help & support, medical, nature, performing arts, SEO & marketing, and 
teamwork.

You can delete this slide when you’re done editing the presentation.
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INTRODUCTION

Mercury is the closest planet 
to the Sun and the smallest 
one in the Solar System—it’s 

only a bit larger than the Moon

MERCURY



You can enter a subtitle here if you need it

01
OBJECTIVE



“This is a quote, words full of 
wisdom that someone 

important said and can make 
the reader get inspired.”

—SOMEONE FAMOUS



STUDY OBJECTIVES

VENUS
Venus has a 

beautiful name

MERCURY
This is the smallest 
planet of them all

MARS
Despite being red, 

Mars is a cold place



LITERATURE REVIEW

THEORY B
Mars is a cold place 
full of iron oxide dust

REVIEW B
Earth is the planet 
where we live on

THEORY A
Saturn is composed of 
hydrogen and helium

REVIEW A
Mercury is the closest 

planet to the Sun
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Theory A

Theory B

Review A

Review B

Mars is a cold place

Venus has a nice name

Jupiter is a gas giant

Saturn is composed of hydrogen and helium

SCHEDULE



AWESOME 
WORDS



TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4

Describe here your metrics 1

Describe here your metrics 2

Describe here your metrics 3

Describe here your metrics 4

Describe here your metrics 5

THIS IS A TABLE



WHOA!
Sometimes, a nice picture can work very well, especially 

when it comes to catching your audience’s attention



METHODOLOGY

MERCURY
Mercury is the closest 

planet to the Sun

SATURN
It’s composed mostly of 

hydrogen and helium

MARS
Despite being red, Mars is 

actually a cold place

VENUS
Venus has a beautiful 

name, but it’s terribly hot



1,807,009
Big numbers catch your audience's attention



RESULTS ANALYSIS

Venus has a beautiful 
name, but also a 
poisonous atmosphere60%

To modify this graph, click on it, follow the link, change 
the data and paste the resulting graph here

STATISTICS
MERCURYJUPITER

Week 1: 1,156 
Week 2: 3,468
Week 3: 5,698
Week 4: 9,985 2019

2020

Neptune
Venus

Week 1: 3,874 
Week 2: 2,985
Week 3: 9,741
Week 4: 5,985

43%

25%

15%

95%



SATURN
Jupiter is a gas giant 

and the biggest planet 
in the Solar System

JUPITER
Venus has a beautiful 
name, but also very
high temperatures

RESULTS ANALYSIS

25% 50%



Venus is the second 
planet from the Sun

VENUS

Mercury is the 
smallest planet

MERCURY

THIS IS A MAP



562,458
Venus has a beautiful name

586,964
Jupiter is the biggest planet

452,856
Saturn is the ringed one



THIS IS A TIMELINE

SEPTEMBER

The Moon is 
a satellite

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER DECEMBER

Jupiter is a 
gas giant

Venus has a 
nice name

Earth is the 
third planet



A PICTURE IS 
WORTH A 
THOUSAND WORDS



OUR SOLUTIONS

VENUS
Venus has a beautiful

name, but it’s hot

MARS
Despite being red, Mars is

a cold place

MERCURY
Mercury is the closest

planet to the Sun

NEPTUNE
Neptune is the farthest

planet from the Sun

JUPITER
It’s the biggest planet in 

the Solar System

SATURN
Saturn is the ringed one

and a gas giant



BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES

● Author (Year). Title of the publication. Publisher

● Author (Year). Title of the publication. Publisher

● Author (Year). Title of the publication. Publisher

● Author (Year). Title of the publication. Publisher

● Author (Year). Title of the publication. Publisher

● Author (Year). Title of the publication. Publisher

● Author (Year). Title of the publication. Publisher

● Author (Year). Title of the publication. Publisher



ONLINE REVIEW

You can replace the image on the screen with your own work. 
Just delete this one, add yours and center it properly



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by 

Flaticon, infographics & images by Freepik

Do you have any questions?

youremail@freepik.com 
+91  620 421 838 

yourcompany.com

THANKS!

Please keep this slide for attribution



ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES

● Front view of woman posing carefree on bridge outdoors
● Woman getting into the sea
● Close-up hand touching plant
● Young male hiker with their backpack standing in front of rocky cave
● Multi ethnic male hiker finding the destination on map in the forest
● Green tree in front of rocky mountain against blue sky
● Close-up of a male hiker looking at the tree branch
● Water bottle; binocular and map on rock near the grass
● Medium shot smiley woman holding map
● Shelter made of branches in nature
● Beautiful landscape with tall trees



RESOURCES
VECTOR

● Business card minimal design

PHOTOS
● Crop man with compass on cliff
● Male hiker alone sitting on rocky mountain landscape
● Aerial view of scenic mountain landscape
● Close-up of a male hiker hand touching the leaves of plant
● Person on railroad bridge
● A female hiker outstretching her hands enjoying the fresh air on top of mountain
● Close-up of male hiker's hand holding the map
● Rear view of an african young man standing on top of mountain outstretching his 

hand
● Hiker on old bridge
● Black man holding blue smoke bombs
● Full shot relaxed man with backpack
● Male hiker looking at african young man pointing finger over the cityscape



Instructions for use
In order to use this template, you must credit Slidesgo by keeping the Thanks slide.

You are allowed to:

- Modify this template.
- Use it for both personal and commercial projects.

You are not allowed to:

- Sublicense, sell or rent any of Slidesgo Content (or a modified version of Slidesgo Content).
- Distribute Slidesgo Content unless it has been expressly authorized by Slidesgo.
- Include Slidesgo Content in an online or offline database or file.
- Offer Slidesgo templates (or modified versions of Slidesgo templates) for download.
- Acquire the copyright of Slidesgo Content.

For more information about editing slides, please read our FAQs or visit Slidesgo School:
https://slidesgo.com/faqs and https://slidesgo.com/slidesgo-school



Fonts & colors used
This presentation has been made using the following fonts:

Quicksand
(https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Quicksand)

Poppins
(https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Poppins)

#808080 #fffcf5 #f5f0e5#98959c



Stories by Freepik
Create your Story with our illustrated concepts. Choose the style you like the most, edit its colors, pick 

the background and layers you want to show and bring them to life with the animator panel! It will boost 
your presentation. Check out How it Works.

Pana Amico Bro Rafiki Cuate



You can easily resize these resources without losing quality. To change the color, just ungroup the resource 
and click on the object you want to change. Then, click on the paint bucket and select the color you want. 

Group the resource again when you’re done. You can also look for more infographics on Slidesgo.

Use our editable graphic resources...
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...and our sets of editable icons
You can resize these icons without losing quality.

You can change the stroke and fill color; just select the icon and click on the paint bucket/pen.
In Google Slides, you can also use Flaticon’s extension, allowing you to customize and add even more icons.



Educational Icons Medical Icons



Business Icons Teamwork Icons



Help & Support Icons Avatar Icons



Creative Process Icons Performing Arts Icons



Nature Icons



SEO & Marketing Icons




